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The past two years have seen a significant uptick in overt con-
flicts between public officials and the media, from outcries 
over “fake news,” to attempts to exclude the media—and 

thus the public—from official spaces and events. Our own state 
has not been immune from these larger societal conflicts. And, as 
one might expect, this has given rise to increased litigation over the 
public’s right to access various government fora, courts, and records. 

Across a variety of areas, Kentucky’s courts generally have continued 
to favor robust public access to public spaces and records. This arti-
cle describes some of the key First Amendment and public access 
cases that have been litigated across the state in the past two years. 
The authors of this article, who are attorneys at Kaplan Johnson 
Abate & Bird LLP in Louisville, have been fortunate enough to 
represent clients in many of the cases below. In each such instance, 
our affiliation with the case is noted for disclosure purposes. 

FIRST AMENDMENT ISSUES 
1.) Political Speech 

It was just election season, which means it was once again 
political ad season. This year the Kentucky Court of Appeals 
issued a notable opinion in R.J. Palmer et al. v. Ralph Alvarado, 
No. 2017-CA-00302 ( June 29, 2018), reaffirming the high bar 
necessary for a candidate to successfully accuse their opponent 

of running a defamatory ad. For a public figure (like a poli-
tician) to prevail in such a claim, he must establish that the 
defendant’s speech was not merely false, but so knowingly 
or recklessly so as to rise to the standard of “actual malice.”1 
(By contrast, defamation suits brought by “private” figures are 
governed by a mere negligence standard2).

In 2014, Dr. Ralph Alvarado ran for Senate against the incum-
bent R.J. Palmer. In the weeks leading up to the election, 
Palmer ran an ad accusing Alvarado of “getting rich off of 
addiction” by prescribing opioids. Alvarado sued Palmer for 
defamation and for publicly placing him in a false light. This 
was so, according to Alvarado, because the video contained 
footage of a court proceeding that Palmer edited to portray 
Alvarado inaccurately. The jury returned a verdict in favor of 
Alvarado and awarded him $200,000. Palmer appealed on 
the grounds that the ad was political speech, protected by the 
First Amendment. 

In a 2018 opinion, the Court of Appeals agreed. The court 
explained that “the gist” of the hearing was the same as what 
was conveyed in the ad, meaning that Alvarado could not 
prove falsity or malice, as he was required to do as a public 
figure running for office. Additionally, according to the court, 
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the claim that Alvarado was “getting rich off of addiction” was 
the type of opinion that was protected by the First Amend-
ment. The Kentucky Supreme Court denied discretionary 
review in December 2018, reaffirming the difficulty that public 
candidates have in proving that an adversary’s message is not 
just false, but, constitutionally speaking, maliciously so. 

2.) Compelled Speech 
In 2017, the Kentucky General assembly enacted H.B. 2, a 
bill that requires physicians to perform an ultrasound on, and 
describe the process in detail to, any woman seeking access 
to abortion services.3 Violations of the requirement carried 
financial penalties of up to $100,000 for a first offense or 
$250,000 for a subsequent offense, and mandatory referral 
by a court finding such a violation to the Kentucky Board of 
Medical Licensure for disciplinary action. 

An abortion facility and several physicians challenged the law 
as a violation of their free speech rights because it compelled 
them to make these statements to patients regardless of the 
physicians’ interest in doing so or the patients’ interest in hear-
ing that speech. The state countered that the law was merely 
a lawful regulation of the practice of medicine, subject only 
to minimal “rational basis” scrutiny. And even assuming it is 

subject to a heightened form of scrutiny as compelled political 
speech, the state argued that it was justified by its interests 
in regulating “the practice of medicine, the well-being and 
informed decision-making of pregnant women, and the pro-
tection of fetal life and discouragement of abortion.”4 

Following a hearing, the U.S. District Court for the Western 
District of Kentucky permanently enjoined enforcement of 
the law, holding: (1) the law was a content-based regulation 
of providers’ speech that forced them to advance an ideological 
message, and therefore was subject to heightened scrutiny; (2) 
the interests asserted by the state were substantial government 
interests; but (3) the law failed to advance those interests.5 The 
Sixth Circuit subsequently denied the state’s request for an 
emergency stay pending appeal. The case was recently argued 
in the Sixth Circuit and is awaiting a decision.

ACCESS TO COURTS
1.) Marshall County – Access to Court Proceedings  
and Records
Unfortunately, Western Kentucky was once again touched by 
a tragic school shooting this past year. The event took place 
in Marshall County, a mere 30 minutes away from the tragic 
Heath High School shooting that occurred 20 years ago. And 
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like that earlier incident, the ensuing litigation gave rise to an 
important appellate ruling on First Amendment and court 
access issues. 

In the Marshall County case, the alleged shooter was a minor 
who is being tried as an adult as required by state law. Even 
after the suspect’s arraignment as an adult, the Marshall Cir-
cuit Court closed its courtroom to the public and the media to 
protect the alleged privacy interests of the accused. The defense 
counsel argued, and the trial court agreed, that proceedings 
could be closed because the parties could not “un-ring” the 
bell of public disclosure of information about the defendant.

Paxton Media intervened and sought a writ of mandamus to 
allow public access to the circuit court criminal proceedings in 
the case, arguing they are presumptively public under state law. 
The Court of Appeals agreed and granted an emergency writ.6 
It ordered the court to release the transcripts of the sealed 
proceedings and to open the case file for public inspection. 
The appellate court further ordered the circuit court to follow 
existing state law before closing any subsequent proceeding, 
which requires a public hearing, a showing by the movant 
that an important right will be impaired, and there are no less 
restrictive alternatives to closure.7 

2.) Purdue Pharma - Access to Records Filed with  
 the Trial Court
The opioid crisis continues to plague communities across the 
Commonwealth. Kentucky was the only state in the nation 
that opted out of a settlement against Purdue Pharma, the 
makers of OxyContin, related to the company’s marketing 
practices. Instead, it opted to file its own suit in (and along-
side) Pike County against Purdue. As part of that litigation, 
Dr. Richard Sackler, a Purdue board member and part of the 
family that owns the company, was deposed. It is believed to 
be the only time a member of the Sackler family has been 
deposed concerning OxyContin anywhere in the country 
(and, for that reason, Congress recently requested the same 
transcript from Purdue). 

Shortly after that deposition was filed in the record, and des-
ignated as “confidential” by Purdue, the case settled for $24 
million. STAT (an online healthcare publication of the Boston 
Globe) then attempted unsuccessfully to obtain the deposition 
transcript from the Attorney General. STAT eventually inter-
vened in the circuit court case and filed a motion to compel 
disclosure of the document. The Pike Circuit Court granted 
STAT’s motion and ordered the document to be disclosed. 

On December 14, 2018, the Kentucky Court of Appeals issued 
a 70-page decision affirming the ruling of the Pike Circuit 
Court.8 That opinion traced the history of Kentucky’s common 
law right of access to court materials and concluded that 
the trial court had not abused its discretion in ordering the 

deposition transcript to be publicly released. Purdue Pharma 
immediately announced that it would seek further review of 
the decision.9 

ACCESS TO PUBLIC SPACES
This year also saw disputes over access to government spaces, both 
real and virtual.

In June, the Kentucky State Police (KSP) denied members of the 
Poor People’s Campaign access to the Kentucky State Capitol. 
KSP was enforcing what it described as a new policy, under which 
members of the group would only be permitted to enter the build-
ing two at a time and must surrender all food and beverages. The 
new policy was a response to a protest some weeks before in which 
members of the same group stayed in the Capitol overnight fol-
lowing a permitted rally outside on the Capitol grounds. Several 
members of the State House sought a ruling from the Kentucky 
Attorney General (AG), who ruled that the KSP’s new policy was 
void and unenforceable because it was not promulgated through 
official regulatory processes, as required by KRS Chapter 13A.10 
The AG noted the First Amendment issues presented by the new 
KSP policy but declined to address them until a formal policy was 
issued. The AG did note, however, that any such regulation “will 
certainly have to comply with constitutional requirements.”11 

A separate dispute is pending in federal court concerning Governor 
Bevin’s blocking of citizens from his Twitter and Facebook feeds. 
Two plaintiffs have sued the Governor, alleging that those plat-
forms constitute public fora and, consequently, the Governor cannot 
block citizens for their viewpoint. Earlier this year, the U.S. District 
Court for the Eastern District of Kentucky denied a preliminary 
injunction, finding that traditional First Amendment forum anal-
ysis does not apply to these social media platforms.12 The court 
acknowledged that this was a new area of law and other courts had 
reached opposite conclusions.13 The trend in the opposite direction 
has continued since the court’s ruling in cases such as Knight First 
Amendment Inst. v. Trump out of the Southern District of New 
York and Leuthy v. LePage out of the District of Maine.14 The case 
remains in discovery and dispositive briefing is expected soon.15 

OPEN RECORDS - ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Economic development issues have become a key focus of the public 
in recent years, driven by the desire to know more about the circum-
stances in which state and local governments promise large sums 
of money to private corporations to lure them to locate or expand 
in a particular area. Two Open Records  Act (ORA) cases this past 
year were of particular note in this area. 

1.) Braidy Industries
In 2017, the Cabinet for Economic Development, through 
Commonwealth Seed Capital (a limited liability company 
that is effectively controlled by the state and invests money 
appropriated to it by the legislature), made an unusual direct 
investment of $15 million of taxpayer dollars into a private 
company: Braidy Industries. Braidy has announced plans to 
invest over $1 billion to build an aluminum rolling facility in 
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Eastern Kentucky and has promised hundreds of jobs to that 
region. The Courier Journal sought documents containing the 
names of Braidy Industries’ shareholders. The Cabinet refused 
to release the records. The Courier Journal appealed to the 
AG, who ruled that the Cabinet must release the records. The 
Cabinet then filed suit.16

 
While that case was pending, Braidy itself released a list of its 
shareholders. The Cabinet, however, continued to assert that it 
could not release the requested documents without harming 
Braidy. In March 2018, the Franklin Circuit court ordered 
the Cabinet to release documents containing the shareholder 
names. It held that none of the cited exceptions to the ORA 
apply to these documents, and further observed that any con-
cerns about the harm from releasing the names was undercut 
when Braidy itself released the names. The Court subsequently 
found the Cabinet’s denial to be willful and awarded the Cou-
rier Journal statutory penalties and attorney’s fees under KRS 
61.882(5).

The Cabinet appealed and sought an emergency stay of the 
disclosure order pending appeal. The Court of Appeals rejected 
that motion for emergency relief, finding that the Cabinet has 
no greater interest in resisting disclosure of the names than 
Braidy does. The Cabinet then sought emergency relief from 
the Supreme Court, which granted a stay pending appeal, 
citing in part the Court of Appeals’ decision to conduct expe-
dited briefing and argument.17 

2.) Amazon HQ2 Bid
In 2017, Louisville Metro Government submitted a proposal 
for Amazon to locate its second headquarters in Louisville. 
After Amazon announced that Louisville was not one of the 
final cities, the Courier Journal submitted an open records 
request seeking a copy of the city’s 
final proposal. Louisville Metro 
Government refused to provide the 
proposal on the grounds that it was 
a preliminary document and, as such, 
was exempted from the ORA. The 
city also that argued various other 
exemptions entitled it to withhold 
the documents. 

In October 2018, the Jefferson Cir-
cuit Court ordered Louisville Metro 
Government to disclose the proposal, 
finding that none of the exemptions 
justified withholding it. While this has 
been an issue across the country, this 
decision appears to be the first opinion 
in the country ordering a city or state 
to disclose its Amazon bid (although 
other bidders have voluntarily dis-
closed their proposals). 

The city has filed a notice of appeal, which is in its early stages. 
The city continues to argue, among other things, that the 
records are preliminary documents and are shielded by the 
Open Records Act’s limited exception for economic devel-
opment proposals where there has been no public disclosure 
of the company’s potential interest in locating in the Com-
monwealth.18 The Courier Journal argues that the circuit court 
correctly rejected both arguments.19 

OPEN RECORDS – SEXUAL HARASSMENT  
AND MISCONDUCT CASES
1.) State Agency Cases

In Fall 2017, the Kentucky Center for Investigative Reporting 
(KyCIR) submitted Open Records Act requests to nearly every 
state agency for records of sexual misconduct allegations going 
back five years. Many agencies responded by producing those 
records with minimal (if any) redactions. However, at least two 
agencies took the position that they must redact the records to 
remove the names of those who were accused of misconduct 
that was “unsubstantiated” by an internal investigation: the 
Labor Cabinet and the Finance and Administration Cabinet. 
According to these agencies, the accused employees’ privacy 
rights outweigh the public’s interest in disclosure. (Both agen-
cies did disclose the names of those against whom complaints 
were substantiated).

KyCIR appealed to the AG, who ruled in favor of disclosure 
in both instances. And, in the Finance Cabinet case, the AG 
further held that the agency had failed to substantiate its legal 
burden of demonstrating that it appropriately invoked one of 
the Open Records Act’s exceptions when it refused the Attor-
ney General’s request for in camera review of the documents.
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Both agencies appealed to the Franklin Circuit Court. In opin-
ions issued on the same day, the court held that both agencies 
were required to disclose the names of public employees 
accused of sexual misconduct, even if it had not been substan-
tiated by an internal investigation.20 The court held the public 
has a right to know about such allegations, and to ensure that 
the results of the investigation were fair and impartial, not 
tainted by favoritism toward the accused. The court ordered 
the records to be disclosed within 10 days.

The agencies responded quite differently to the rulings. The 
Labor Cabinet released the name of the accused individu-
al(s) “under protest.” The Finance Cabinet, by contrast, filed 
a petition for a writ of mandamus seeking to stay the Franklin 
Circuit Court’s disclosure order. Both cases currently remain 
in the circuit court on pending motions for attorneys’ fees and 
statutory penalties under KRS 61.882(5), and one or both are 
likely to end up in the Court of Appeals.21

 
2.) State University Cases

A separate but related series of cases is pending in circuit and 
appellate courts across the state. Multiple college newspapers 
at Kentucky public universities filed ORA requests with their 
own schools and others for copies of Title IX investigations 
of faculty and staff members accused of assaulting their col-
leagues or students. Several universities complied, including 
University of Louisville, Murray State University, Northern 
Kentucky University, and Eastern Kentucky University. Those 
schools produced the records in full, redacting only identifying 
information concerning the students mentioned therein. 

Three schools took a different approach, however: University of 
Kentucky, Western Kentucky University, and Kentucky State 
University. Those schools refused to disclose even the names of 
faculty who had been accused, regardless of whether the claims 
were substantiated. They asserted that the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (“FERPA”)22 prohibited the 
disclosure of any requested record, and that the school would 
risk the loss of all federal funding if they complied.

In each case, the AG disagreed. He ruled that the schools had 
violated the ORA by withholding faculty investigation records 
and must disclose them. The Attorney General did permit the 
universities to redact the names and other identifying informa-
tion of students mentioned in those records, however, because 
that student information—unlike information about faculty 
members—was protected by FERPA. 

Each university responded by suing the student newspaper 
that requested the records. That notable development led to 
another first: the Attorney General’s decision to intervene 
in all three cases to stand alongside the student papers in 
defending its ruling. Prior to these cases, the authors are not 
aware of the AG ever exercising that power granted by the 
General Assembly.
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To date, each case has taken a different course. The University 
of Kentucky case, filed in Fayette Circuit Court, has moved 
the farthest and fastest. There, the trial court concluded that 
the University could withhold the records because, on the 
unique facts of that case, disclosing the records would inevi-
tably reveal the name of the specific students involved (who 
were a small group of research assistants for a professor that 
had been publicly identified). Both the student newspaper, the 
Kentucky Kernel and AG appealed.  The case remains pending 
in the Court of Appeals.23 

The Kentucky State University case resulted in a decision from 
the Franklin Circuit Court requiring the university to submit 
the records to the AG for in camera review (something the 
universities had refused to do, as in the Finance Cabinet case 
noted above). The university complied with that order. The 
Attorney General recently entered a revised opinion holding 
(like the Franklin Circuit Court) that teacher discipline doc-
uments are not “education records” under FERPA and do not 
qualify for withholding under the Act’s “unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy” exception.24 

Finally, the Western Kentucky University case remains in 
circuit court.25 There, the parties have filed extensive briefing 
on the question of whether FERPA prohibits the disclosure 
of records concerning faculty sexual misconduct allegations 
and are awaiting a ruling from the Warren Circuit Court.26 

OPEN RECORDS – ACCESS TO  
GOVERNMENT DATABASES
In this age of “big data,” another notable battle is playing out in 
the Franklin Circuit Court over the public’s right to access state 
government data. The Courier Journal requested a copy of the Ken-
tucky State Police’s Uniform Citation Database under the Open 
Records Act. The KSP responded by invoking the Act’s “unreason-
able burden” exception,27 claiming the only way to remove certain 
exempt information is to print out and manually redact millions 
of individual records. 

The AG found KSP’s denial of the request to be a violation of 
the ORA and noted that, under longstanding guidance from the 
AG and state archives, agencies are required to maintain databases 
in a form that may be disclosed to the public. It also noted that 
redaction of exempt information does not create a new record and 
must be done at the agency’s expense. The Kentucky State police 
appealed, and that case remains pending in the Franklin Circuit 
Court.28,29 

* * * * * *
As this brief survey of cases illustrates, Kentucky state and federal 
courts continue to handle a wide range of First Amendment and 
public access cases. By and large, those courts have sided in favor of 
freedom of expression, freedom of the press, and widespread access 
to public documents. Many of these cases remain on appeal, but if 
history is a guide, Kentucky courts will continue to favor the public’s 
right to speak and to know over the efforts of their elected officials 
to stifle dissent and keep sensitive information secret.  
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